Update of Ukrainian legislation on approval procedures
Prerequisite

➢ AA has triggered a reform in the legal framework;

➢ SPS field in Ukraine has been comprehensively changed and improved;

➢ Technical support of donors and partners;

➢ Improvement in the business climate.
Law of Ukraine

"On the state Control" (No 2042-VIII);

Resolution of CMU

"On approval of the procedure on the state control in the exporting countries" (No 589);
"On approval of the list of imported commodities designated to the official control" (No 960)

Ministerial Order

"Procedure on the state control of exporting countries’ establishments, and the Procedure on listing the approved exporting countries " (No 262);
"Approved list of products designated to the official control at BIPs” (No 159);
"On periodical checks of the imported goods” (No 501);
"Import requirements on animals, animal products, ABPs, feeds” (No 553);
Upon request of the exporting country
May cover inspection of exporting establishments
Foreseen the evaluation of:
- SPS legislation;
- CA’s competencies, responsibilities;
- Available resources;
- AH, PH situation;
- Documentation;
- Etc.
Considering

- Risk assessment
- Animal health situation
- Historical import
- Volumes of import

APPROVAL
➢ Ministerial Order on the Designated BIPs

➢ Ministerial Order on templates of import certificates
Thank you for attention!

Gracias!
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